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Abstract Special skills are required in portrait
painting, such as imagining geometric structures and
facial detail for final portrait designs. This makes it a
difficult task for users, especially novices without prior
artistic training, to draw freehand portraits with high-
quality details. In this paper, we propose dualFace, a
portrait drawing interface to assist users with different
levels of drawing skills to complete recognizable and
authentic face sketches. Inspired by traditional artist
workflows for portrait drawing, dualFace gives two-
stages of drawing assistance to provide global and local
visual guidance. The former helps users draw contour
lines for portraits (i.e., geometric structure), and the
latter helps users draw details of facial parts, which
conform to the user-drawn contour lines. In the global
guidance stage, the user draws several contour lines,
and dualFace then searches for several relevant images
from an internal database and displays the suggested
face contour lines on the background of the canvas. In
the local guidance stage, we synthesize detailed portrait
images with a deep generative model from user-drawn
contour lines, and then use the synthesized results as
detailed drawing guidance. We conducted a user study
to verify the effectiveness of dualFace, which confirms
that dualFace significantly helps users to produce a
detailed portrait sketch.
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1 Introduction

Portrait painting is an important art genre,
representing a specific human from the real world
or one’s imagination. Some artists, together with
their famous portrait drawings, have been widely
adored for hundreds of years (e.g., Mona Lisa and
Girl with a Pearl Earring). However, drawing
portraits is cumbersome and requires special skills
and capabilities (for example, spatial imagination
and essential drawing skills), which are inaccessible
to novices without prior artistic training. Therefore,
the present paper aims to establish a user-friendly
framework to support the process of drawing freehand
portraits.

Several guidance-based systems have been proposed
for supporting portrait drawing. For example,
Portraitsketch [1] proposes a framework to display an
artistically rendered sketch using tracing. However,
the user must prepare a reference image in advance,
which can be time consuming. Shadowdraw [2] and
Sketchhelper [3] incorporate image retrieval methods
with tracing tools to dynamically search for relevant
images from a database instead of manual selection,
and enable users to understand geometric structures
of target designs (e.g., locations and proportions of
facial parts). Although the approaches mentioned
above can help users copy existing drawings, it is still
difficult to explore novel portrait designs. In addition,
these systems are unsuitable for drawing the details
of portraits (particularly of facial parts) because they
simply blend a set of relevant images. Thus, details of
each image may be lost. Conversely, to explore new
drawing designs in detailed, Ghosh et al. [4] and Zhu
et al. [5] employ deep learning methods, especially
with generative adversarial networks (GANs), to
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generate possible images with given color or edge
constraints. However, the resulting image quality is
still determined by the user’s drawing skill, e.g., in
locating facial parts, so it remains difficult for novices
to design high-quality portrait drawings.

To address the problems above, we referred to
conventional portrait drawing procedures [6], which
explain that it is essential for novices to adopt two
types of guidance: (i) global guidance, which helps
users locate facial parts (geometric structures) with
correct proportions and (ii) local guidance, which
helps users design facial details (e.g., eye and nose).
Nonetheless, previous research does not consider how
to guide users to draw both global and local features
of portraits, as far as we are aware. Thus, we first
consider a method to automatically generate two
types of visual guidance, global and local guidance,
from user drawings (see Fig. 1). In the case of global
guidance, as with Shadowdraw [2] and Sketchhelper
[3], when the user draws contour lines on the canvas,
the system dynamically searches amongst relevant
images from a database and generates a blended
image. In the case of local guidance, the system
generates detailed facial portraits from the user-
drawn contour lines using a GAN-based system, and
displays one of them. Secondly, we implement a
graphical user interface (GUI), called dualFace, that
incorporates the above visual guidance and is able to
switch between the two stages freely.

Our principal contributions in summary are:
• A two-stage guidance system that helps users

design portrait drawings with data-driven global
guidance and GAN-based local guidance.

• An optimization method to automatically
generate detailed facial portraits with semantic
constraints from user-drawn strokes. By using
the generated portraits as drawing guidance, the
user can explore the desired details without prior
artistic training.

• A user study to demonstrate the benefits of our
proposed system.

2 Related work

2.1 Sketch-based applications

Sketches are a high-level abstract visual representation
without great visual detail. By analyzing the
intent behind a user’s freehand sketch, sketch-
based interaction allows users intuitive access to
various applications such as image retrieval [2, 7, 8],
image editing [9–12], simulation control [13], block
arrangement [14], and 3D modeling [15–17]. Among
sketch-based systems, freehand portrait sketching
is difficult for ordinary users due to the required
drawing skills and capabilities, which are inaccessible
to novices (e.g., with poor drawing skills). To
address this issue, we aim to establish a user-friendly
framework to support the process of freehand drawing
of human faces.

2.2 Drawing assistance

Sketching system guidance has been thoroughly
investigated [18–20], especially visual guidance that
can be extracted from reference images. For example,
geometric structures [21, 22] on the canvas can help
a user in the process of freeform drawing of objects

Fig. 1 Proposed portrait drawing interface, providing both global and local guidance from the input user sketch. The revised contour sketch
in the back end is from the merged mask generated by our conversion algorithm from the input sketch, and is the reference for local guidance
generation.
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via tracing over the guidance [1, 23]. However, the
user must select reference images, which can be
time consuming. Lee et al. [2] and Choi et al. [3]
dynamically search for relevant images in a large-
scale database based on intermediate drawing results
at drawing time and generate shadow guidance that
suggests sketch completion to users. A similar drawing
interface was designed for calligraphy practice [24].
With retrieval-based approaches, the visual guidance
may be limited to the predefined database. To
overcome this issue, image generation approaches
can increase the variations from simple strokes, such
as Drawfromdrawings [25] and MaskGAN [26]. Our
framework combines both sketch-based retrieval and
generation with optimization conversion from sketch-
to-mask mapping.

2.3 Portrait rendering

In the field of non-photorealistic rendering (NPR)
of portraits [27], there are two typical kinds of
existing approach. One is to extract contour lines
from images [28–30]. While these can be useful for
visual abstraction (e.g., preserving and enhancing
local shapes), it is difficult to consider semantic
constraints and capture specific styles. The other
approach is to train a network that automatically
generates artistic-like drawings from facial images

[31–34]. In these problem settings, training a network
requires pairs of facial images and portraits. However,
it is challenging to construct pixel-based (dense)
correspondences because facial components (e.g., eyes
and nose) in portraits are manually located by artists.
Yi et al. [35] combine a global network (for images
as a whole) and a local network (for recognising
each facial component) and transform high-quality
portraits while preserving facial components. In this
paper, we adopt a similar portrait rendering model
to generate portrait drawings, and use them as local
guidance.

3 User interface

In this section, we describe how users interact with
the proposed two-stage user interface (see Fig. 2) to
draw portraits with global and local guidance. Please
refer to the accompanying video in the Electronic
Supplementary Material (ESM) for details.

3.1 Drawing tool

As with commercial drawing tools, the system enables
the user to draw black strokes on the canvas with a
mouse-drag operation; the stroke width is manually
determined using a slider. The system automatically
records all the vertices of the strokes and the stroke

Fig. 2 Our two-stage guidance system. Given a user’s intermediate drawing at runtime, the system generates: (a) global guidance by blending
relevant images from the database and (b) local guidance (i.e., realistic facial portraits) using a model-based method.
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order for the mask generation step. The eraser tool
allows the user to click on a stroke, and the system
deletes it. The undo tool can delete the last stroke
from the stroke list. Our system can also load and
save user-drawn strokes by clicking the appropriate
buttons.

3.2 Visual guidance

Given user-drawn strokes, the system generates two
types of visual guidance (global and local) for use in
tracing. First, during global guidance, based on the
user’s intermediate drawing, the system dynamically
searches for several relevant images from a database,
and generates a “blended” image (global guidance)
rather than a single image. With this global guidance,
users can roughly understand locations and shapes
of facial parts with correct proportions, as shown in
Fig. 2(a). Second, during local guidance, the system
generates several detailed facial portraits (guidance
candidates) based on the user’s intermediate drawings,
and displays one of them instead of a blended image.
The system has a switching function to change the
generated images, so the user can search for the
most reasonable local guidance. By using the local
guidance, users can easily design local details such as
eyes and nose; see Fig. 2(b). Note that the system
allows the user to freely switch between global and
local guidance modes by clicking the global/local
radio button or the face icon button.

3.3 Rewind tool

In order to help users to draw the desired portraits, we
provide a rewind tool in the proposed user interface.
If users think that the local guidance does not meet
their vision, the drawing process can be returned to
the global stage by selecting the corresponding radio
button, as shown in Fig. 2. Our drawing interface
can automatically save the sketches while switching
between global and local stages, so that users can
revise their drawn contour sketches by reloading the
recorded data.

4 Two-stage drawing guidance

Inspired by conventional portrait drawing processes,
this work proposes dualFace, a two-stage framework
for portrait drawing with both a global stage and
a local stage for drawing guidance. The global
stage provides interactive drawing guidance for each

facial part. To help users achieve balanced facial
contour drawing, we use a data-driven facial feature
query by matching Gabor Local Line-based Features
(GALIF) [36]. For the local stage, we adopt a GAN-
based neural network to generate corresponding fine-
grained sketches from a user’s global stage rough
contour sketch. Since we provide photo-realistic facial
details in the local guidance, dualFace can help users
concentrate on detailed drawing of facial features and
improve their drawing skills. We believe the two-stage
framework of dualFace may narrow the gap between
novices and artists in portrait sketching due to the
separation of global contour information from local
facial details.

4.1 Global guidance

4.1.1 Overview
It is difficult to draw recognizable portraits with
correct locations and portions of facial features,
especially for novices. To solve this issue, dualFace
first aims to help users to draw balanced facial
contours. Figure 3 shows the workflow of global
guidance, including data generation, contour
matching, and interactive guidance. For the data
generation step, face images are converted to contour
images from a face database. For the contour
matching step, local facial features are calculated and
stored as feature vectors indexed into the database.
For the interactive guidance step, the most similar
candidates are retrieved in real time as shadow
guidance. In contrast to the previous Shadowdraw
work [2] with edge maps, we adopt labelled contour
sketches for feature matching with the semantic
sketch information. Thereby, each stroke of the user’s
drawing input can be matched with meaningful facial
features for the next stage of local guidance.
4.1.2 Data generation
It is challenging to collect an enormous number of
artist-designed portraits for face retrieval. Instead of
artistic portraits, we generate semantic label masks
[37] by utilizing a bilateral segmentation network
(BiSeNet) pre-trained on the CelebAMask-HQ dataset
[26]. Each pixel in the masks has a facial label ID
from facial images (e.g., eyes, nose, and mouth). We
adopted the contour function of the OpenCV library
for the line drawing functions. The contours of facial
components are extracted from the semantic label
masks with balanced facial features. Note that the
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Fig. 3 Global guidance stage consists of three steps: data generation, contour matching, and interactive guidance. The contour sketches in
our database are extracted from masks as source images, which are more meaningful for feature matching, and lead to better drawing guidance
than previous work [2].

contour images are stored with the corresponding
original face images, which are used for sketch
retrieval in the global stage and for system input
in the local stage.

4.1.3 Contour matching
To explore the closest contour sketches from the
database for guidance according to a user’s incomplete
freehand sketch in real time, we use GALIF features
for sketch retrieval and local shape matching [36]. For
the online query method, the user sketch is encoded
as a histogram. We calculate the similarity with the
stored contour images in our database to obtain the
closest contour images.

4.1.4 Interactive guidance
Following the shadow drawing interface [2], the top
N relevant retrieval results in the face database
are merged as a shadow image by image blending
(N = 3 in our implementation). Benefiting from the
interactive global guidance for portrait drawing, users
understand the locations and shapes of each facial
part. The global guidance is updated in real time
for each drawing stroke. Under the help of global
guidance for portrait sketching, the user can complete

the contour sketch to express the rough shape and
locations of facial parts meeting their drawing intent.

4.2 Local guidance

4.2.1 Overview
In order to guide users to draw details of facial
components (e.g., irises and eyelashes), dualFace
provides local guidance using relevant templates
extracted from our database in the global stage.
Local guidance for portrait sketching includes mask
generation and portrait sketch generation (Fig. 4).
For the mask generation step, user strokes in the
global stage are recorded and converted to face masks
based on the top N relevant templates (N = 3 in our
implementation). For the portrait sketch generation
step, all templates can generate fine-grained portrait
sketches, and the user can select the most desirable
one as the reference for further drawing. Note
that the input contour sketch is not required to
contain all facial parts, and the missing parts can
be completed automatically with our stroke-mask
mapping optimization.

GAN-based neural networks are used in local
guidance for mask and portrait sketch generation.
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Fig. 4 Local guidance stage consists of two steps: mask generation and portrait sketch generation.

In our implementation, we adopt MaskGAN [26]
to generate portrait images matching the facial
contour sketch and APdrawingGAN [35] to transfer
the portrait images into artistic portrait sketches.
Note that the two generative models are trained
independently. To connect these two models, facial
landmarks are calculated with a Gradient Boosting
Decision Tree (GBDT) [38], and the binary background
mask is converted from the merged mask.

4.2.2 Mask generation
For portrait image generation, conventional
approaches adopt a facial mask with manually
defined label information as shown in Fig. 4 (red
dashed box is mask generation, with different colors
indicating facial labels). However, it is a boring and
time consuming task to manually label a portrait
drawing. To alleviate the manual labor and adapt
it to freehand sketching, we use automatic sketch-
to-mask mapping with an optimization algorithm to
generate facial mask from the contour sketch from
the user drawing.

We first calculate the shape similarity F between
user-drawn strokes S and regions of face template
mask M . Any single stroke s ∈ S can be regarded
as sequential vertices, where s = {pi | i = 1, · · · , N}.
Then, we obtain the correspondence between two
regions using the following equation:

F (S, M) = min
s

∑
s∈S

Dis(s, mk)

= min
p

∑
s∈S

(
1
N

∑
p∈s

L2(p, mk))

s.t. label(s) = k and mk ∈ M (1)
where Dis(s, mk) denotes the distance between a
single stroke s and mk (region of M whose label ID
is k). Dis(s, mk) consists of dis(p, M), which denotes
the average of L2 distance from all vertices p ∈ s to
mk. label(s) is the discriminant function to calculate
the label ID of s decided by majority vote for vertex
p ∈ s, calculated by the following equations:⎧⎨

⎩
label(s) = argmaxp Cp∈s(V (p, M))

V (p, M) = k∗ = argminp dis(p, mk)
(2)

where Cp∈s(·) is the aggregation function for stroke
s to count the number of vertices with the same label
ID. The discriminant function V (p, M) can determine
the label ID k∗ for a single vertex p in M by finding
the minimum distance of p in each region of M .

The sketch-to-mask mapping algorithm is described
in Algorithm 1. The user’s strokes are classified using
the labels in the matching mask, and strokes with
the same labels are merged as a new stroke. Then, a
contour (concave hull) of each new stroke is calculated
as a new mask to replace the old one in the matching
mask.
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Algorithm 1 Sketch-to-mask mapping

Input: Strokes S, matched mask M

Output: User-defined mask M∗

M∗ = zeros(M .shape);
Number of elements of mask M , m ← len(M);
for k=1:m do

Merge strokes with same label ms;
Mask region in same label: mask = M [k];
if mask is none then

continue;
end
ms= MergeStrokes(s ∈ S s.t. label(s) == k) ;
if ms is none then

M∗[k] =mask;
end
M∗[k]=ConcaveHull(ms);

end
return M∗

In terms of the correspondence between the user
sketch and face template, we transfer semantic labels
of facial components in the facial template to each
region of the user-drawn stroke (e.g., hair, mouth,
eyes). Then, we replace the corresponding template
regions with ones of user-drawn regions if existing
and merge the user’s stroke feature into the mask.
Note that the contour sketch can be auto-completed
even if the user input sketch is partial. Finally,
we replace user-drawn regions (partial sketch) and
the corresponding template regions, and generate a
complete label mask.
4.2.3 Portrait sketch generation
Generating facial images with details from rough
sketches is an under-determined problem. An end-
to-end GAN-based model requires extensive artistic
drawing with similar styles for training, which is
expensive and time consuming. To solve this issue,
we divide this problem into sketch-to-portrait image
generation and artistic rendering for simplification,
as shown in Fig. 4. We first generate a realistic facial
image using the MaskGAN network based on the
complete label mask, corresponding face image, and
the face template from the global stage. Then, we
convert the face image to a portrait sketch using the
APDrawingGAN network for artistic rendering. We
obtain the locations of facial components based on
GBDT and binary contours of the background from
the final mask to connect the two generative networks
of mask and portrait sketch generation. Note that

global features of the generated local references are
restricted by the user’s contour sketch.

4.3 Implementation

In our implementation, dualFace was programmed
in Python as a real-time drawing application on
the Windows 10 platform. A workstation with a
3.7 GHz Intel Core i9 10900KF CPU, two 5.10 GHz
NVIDIA RTX2080ti GPUs, and 64 GB RAM was
used as the test environment. In addition, 518
images of size 512 × 512 were taken from the
CelebAMask-HQ dataset and converted to contour
sketches. GALIF features were extracted for sketch
retrieval in the stage of global guidance. For the
implementation of local guidance, we used MaskGAN
for mask generation consisting of the Dense Mapping
Network (DMN) for image generation and U-Net
like MaskVAE for mask editing, pre-trained on
CelebAMask-HQ with more than 200,000 images. We
used APDrawingGAN for portrait sketch generation
with a hierarchical GAN structure using U-Net with
skip connections for each facial feature (i.e., left eye,
right eye, nose, and mouth). In this work, we utilized
the pre-trained models with 300 epochs of training
on the APDrawing dataset (140 face images and
corresponding portrait drawings by an artist).

Our prototype system requires, on average, 0.36 s
for image retrieval in global guidance after mouse
release, and 2.78 s for each portrait image generation
in local guidance. Note that image generation was
conducted only once, meaning dualFace can provide
effective feedback for portrait drawing. Because
dualFace generates facial images for local guidance,
there are no reference images or labels available as
ground truth for quantitative evaluation. Therefore,
we conducted a user study to verify our approach in
a qualitative way.

5 User study

To evaluate the usefulness of the proposed user
interface (UI) for dualFace, we compared dualFace
with two conventional drawing interfaces: a
suggestive drawing UI (Fig. 1(a)) and shadow drawing
UI (Fig. 1(b)). The suggestive drawing UI provides
the three most related contours in sub-windows below
the main canvas from the face database. The shadow
drawing UI provides the blended shadow image from
dualFace’s global stage, like Shadowdraw [2].
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5.1 Evaluation procedure

We invited 14 participants in our study (graduate
students, nine males and five females). All par-
ticipants were asked to draw portraits with a pen
tablet (WACOM with 22.4 cm × 14.0 cm drawing
area) and an LCD monitor (126.2 cm × 83.7 cm).
All participants were asked to draw freely and
undirectedly with as many details as possible, using
all three drawing interfaces: suggestive UI, shadow UI,
and ours, in random order. They first drew freely on
the tablet until they felt comfortable using the devices
before the user study. We instructed all participants
in use of dualFace with a manual. We asked the
participants to draw each facial mask in a properly-
closed curve. All participants were required to draw
carefully and choose the most anticipated references
for local guidance from multiple generated candidates
after they completed the global stage. Finally, we
administered the questionnaire to all participants
after they finished the user study.

Fig. 5 Drawing interfaces used in our user study: (a) suggestive
drawing UI and (b) shadow drawing UI.

The questions in our questionnaire were designed to
confirm the effectiveness of global and local guidance,
and to provide an overall evaluation of using dualFace,
as shown in Table 1. All questions adopted a five-
point Likert scale (1 for strongly disagree, 5 for
strongly agree).

5.2 Drawing evaluation

After all participants completed the comparison
study, the other 25 participants joined the online
questionnaire for drawing quality evaluation. All
participants were asked to score up 12 portrait sketches
(four for each drawing UI). We confirmed two questions
about the qualities of the spatial relationship and facial
details for all portrait sketches. We adopted five-point
Likert scales for all questions (1 for very poor, 5 for very
good). A good spatial relationship of portrait sketch
means the well-balanced facial parts, and good facial
details mean that each facial part has finely detailed
drawing, such as eyes and mouth. We explained the
meanings of the two qualities to all participants before
the online questionnaire.

6 Results

We now discuss the implementation results of
dualFace, evaluation results, user feedback, and our
observations from our user study.

6.1 Visual guidance

Figure 6 shows some examples sketched with dualFace.
Users can achieve the desired local guidance according
to their freehand contour sketches from the global
guidance. If a user’s sketch is incomplete, it can be

Table 1 Questionnaire results in our user study

# Question Score Mean SD

Clear and easy to understand? 4.5 0.6

Global Feedback is meaningful and helpful? 4.1 1.0

Easy to follow and use? 4.1 0.8

Clear and easy to understand? 4.6 0.8

Local Feedback is meaningful and helpful? 4.0 1.1

Easy to follow and use? 4.0 1.0

Help me learn how to draw faces? 4.2 0.9

Overall Useful for helping learn how to draw faces? 4.1 0.6

Useful for helping improve face drawing skill? 3.9 1.2
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Fig. 6 Some examples of our implementation results. User sketch: results drawn under the global guidance. Revised contour: matched facial
masks in local guidance. Local guidance: generated portrait sketch image for user reference. Portrait images in local guidance were selected by
users as closest alternatives to user drawing expectations. Final result: final outcome of user drawing.

completed automatically and revised with our sketch-
to-mask matching optimization. The last column of
Fig. 6 shows an example of a partial sketch. Although
the user only has sketched the left eye and eyebrow
contour on the global stage, the proposed system can
still work well.

In comparison with the drawing interface of
ShadowDraw [2], dualFace has no limitation on facial
details in drawing guidance. If we blend the relevant
templates (face images with details), it is difficult to
distinguish the facial references with the loss of facial
details, as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, ShadowDraw
can only support drawing guidance of simple subjects
without photo-realistic details.

In local guidance, mask generation plays an
important role in meeting the user’s intent in freehand
drawing. To verify this issue, we compared the system
results with and without mask generation, as shown
in Fig. 8. In the case without mask generation, the
feature lines in the user’s contour sketch did not
conform to the generated portrait drawing, as shown
in Fig. 8(left). Meanwhile, more plausible results
were achieved by the proposed framework with mask
generation.

6.2 User evaluation

The results of the questionnaire are given in
Table 1. Participants were asked to score dualFace

Fig. 7 A limitation of ShadowDraw: the blended image (right) has
difficulty preserving details of facial images (left).

by answering nine questions in total (three for global
guidance, three for local guidance, and three for
overall evaluation). The mean scores of all questions
are above 3.9, verifying that the proposed drawing
interface dualFace is easy to understand and follow
at a high level. For overall user experience, all
participants thought our system could help them
to draw portraits well and improve their drawing
skills. Because dualFace provides guidance on a whole
portrait sketch to the participants, users may want
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Fig. 8 Results with and without the mask generation process.
Mismatches are obvious between the user’s contour sketch (red lines)
and the generated local guidance without mask generation (left).

to practice basic drawing skills such as arrangements
of straight lines or curves. We plan to improve the
current drawing interface to help users practice basic
drawing skills in the near future.

Figure 9 shows the results of an evaluation study of
portrait sketches from our online questionnaire. The
proposed drawing interface achieved comparatively
high scores in drawing evaluations of both spatial
relationship and facial details, with average scores of
4.5 and 4.32, respectively. Therefore, dualFace can
guide users to achieve better portrait drawings with
correct facial spatial relationships and detailed facial

features, whereas the other drawing interfaces may
fail to provide them.

Figure 10 shows portrait sketches from our
comparison of the suggestive drawing UI, shadow
drawing UI, and our dualFace UI. We found that
dualFace can not only help users with weak or middling
drawing skills to achieve much better portrait sketches,
but also help highly-skilled users to complete high
quality portrait sketches different from their customary
styles of painting. Participants were asked to score
their drawing skill using a five-point Likert scale.

Participants’ comments about system usage include
“I think dualFace is useful, especially for helping
freehand drawing.” We also received comments about
our guidance system, such as “Local guidance with
mask generation fits my stroke more than the one
without it” and “Local guidance was surely based
on my own, but it looked like a monster.” All
this feedback indicated that mask generation can
increase variation in sketches but sometimes generates
unnatural facial images. This issue can be solved with
other neural rendering approaches or a larger face
database. We hope to improve the current prototype
to help users draw from different viewpoints and with
higher matching rates to user’s drawn strokes.

6.3 User satisfaction

To verify user satisfaction in terms of whether the
proposed drawing interface helped users match their
objectives, we conducted a user evaluation for the
three aforementioned interfaces: suggestive drawing
UI, shadow drawing UI, and ours (Fig. 5). We
recruited 10 graduate students in this evaluation and
a questionnaire was conducted afterwards.

Fig. 9 Left, center: evaluation results of spatial relationship and facial details in portrait drawings. Right: time to complete portrait sketching
for each drawing interface.
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Fig. 10 Drawing results from six participants. Each column corresponds to the same participant’s drawing.

We confirmed two ideas in the questionnaire. The
average score for the question “Do you think in
dualFace your rough sketch matches the detailed
guidance as per your expectation?” scored 4.33
(1, not matched at all; 5, well matched). The
average score for the question “How would you
rate your satisfaction of drawing with dualFace
comparing with the other two interfaces?” is 4.44.
Therefore, dualFace is verified to enable users to
draw portraits that match their visions. We also
interviewed the participants for further feedback on
user experience. Comments on the final drawings
include: “My drawing was better than I thought
it would be”, “There were plenty of details in my
drawing which makes it look better”. For usability
of dualFace, the users thought that “It is interesting
that it generated details accordingly” and “It can
automatically generate details, but also beautify the
face (drawing)”, consistent with our findings in Table 1.

7 Discussion

7.1 Time

We measured the time taken for of portrait drawing
for each drawing interface, as shown in Fig. 9. The
minimum time among all sketches using dualFace
was 4 min 15 s, and the maximum was 17 min 15 s.
Although user’s drawing skills may differ, the drawing
results which took longer led to better drawing results

and more facial details. The average time taken is
around 10 min. We believe that our local guidance
can not only provide enough detailed features for
users to follow but also stimulate user’s creativity if
they intended to spend more time using dualFace.

7.2 System interactivity

Compared to related sketch to facial image generation
approaches [39–41], the main contribution of dualFace
is providing interactive feedback to users, helping
them to improve their drawing skills. In earlier
work, users cannot get any help from the system
until the drawing is completed, so it is usually
essential for user’s to have drawing skills. Although
DeepFaceDrawing can generate a high-quality facial
image from a rough sketch with shadow guidance [42],
it is difficult to improve user’s drawing skills because
they use edge maps extracted from images as guidance
without separating local and global facial information.
In contrast, dualFace can provide interactive sketch
support with two-stage guidance for both global
features and local facial details. Our system can
provide balanced facial information in real time, so
that users, especially novices, can concentrate on
learning how to sketch a balanced facial contour.

7.3 Generation diversity

To meet user’s drawing expectations, it is necessary
to ensure generation diversity in the facial image
database. In this work, facial diversity could be
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influenced by database size and mask generation.
However, the best size of the image database
for retrieval in the global stage is a hyper-
parameter because it is difficult to find a suitable
criterion to automatically evaluate whether generative
guidance of dualFace matches user’s vision, for size
optimization. In our implementation, thus, we
selected around 500 typical facial images manually
covering different facial types and shapes of facial
parts. Our selection strategy ensured completed
facial parts with clear contours in a frontal view,
avoid overlapping parts with hair or glasses. For
mask generation, we can improve the diversity of the
generated results for local guidance with multiple
references. Figure 11 shows the facial references to
users from the global stage from which users can select
the most satisfying generated image as local guidance
for facial detail drawing. All references maintained
the shape restrictions (red lines) from sketch input.

8 Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a portrait drawing interface
with two-stage global and local guidance. First, we
generate a shadow image to provide locations of facial
parts when drawing strokes as global guidance. After

specifying locations of facial parts as a contour sketch,
we then generate detailed facial images from user
contour sketches with face mask and portrait drawing
generation networks in local guidance. The proposed
user interface, dualFace, was verified to be useful
and satisfactory in portrait drawing for users with
different levels of drawing skill. We believe that
our work contributes to accelerate freehand drawing
interfaces.

Because the proposed system converts user’s
sketches to masks by matching strokes with the
example mask, the contour sketch must contain
exact shape information. DualFace can only support
drawing portraits in a realistic style due to use of real
photos in the face database. It is difficult to achieve
high-level semantic sketches such as emotional faces
and exaggerated cartoon style drawing, because it is
currently challenging to determine the shapes of facial
parts. If the strokes for facial parts are not closed
curves, this may lead to indeterminate contours of
facial parts. Figure 12 shows an input sketch with
a smiling face which generates a strange mask with
two separate pieces of nose. We plan to improve
the representation of facial sketches and increase the
robustness of dualFace, and weigh user’s intent and
portrait quality.

Fig. 11 Multiple reference candidates (right) generated from the user sketch (left) for local drawing guidance.

Fig. 12 Limitations of our work. An abstract sketch may not be converted to a reasonable mask (b): the mouth in the user’s contour sketch
(a) is wrongly regarded as a part of the nose. This caused degeneration of the generated image (d) and local guidance (e).
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